some of these specimens and the lessons we ourselves learned from them.
Let us start with a quotation from the 19th
Century mathematician, C. L. Dodgson (better known to us all as Lewis Carroll (197 ()) . Although, like others, we have used it before, it will bear repetition. " When I use a word" Humpty Dumpty said in a rather scornful tone" it means just wh at 1 choose it to mean-neither more nor less". " The question is" said Alice " whether you can make words mean so many different things ". Our experience of scientific papers suggests that far too many writers belong to the Humpty Dumpty school, and far too few share Alice's legitimate doubts. Fraser (1971) writes: "Another academic writer starts an article about techniques of communication like this:
The efflorescence of a host of specialists in commerce and industry and the ever widening inroad that the Government is forging into our business lives are carcinogens of effectiye communication: for the jargon of, on the one hand, such people as computer programmers, systems analysts, cyberneticians, psychologists and, on the other hand, the complex prose of Whitehall constitute an invidious growth which is challenging our ability to express ourselves in clear simple terms". l~nlike Sir Bruce, who denounced this charitably, we ask in exasperation" \\'hy doesn't the author express himself in clear simple terms? "
The proliferation of writing is certainlv not new: in Ecclesiastes XII, 12 we reacl~ "of making many books there is no end; and much study is a weariness of the flesh". unfortunately \\'e cannot reduce the immense yolume of Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. IV, No. 4, Novembcr, j976 what is inappropriately called" the literature", but can we, by improving its quality, make its " study" less wearisome? We believe we can, by paying more attention to the actual writing, or means of communication, as distinct from the content or information itself.
The medical author's only aim is to give his readers certain information-clearly, unambiguously and briefly. It is not his primary task to produce a literary masterpiece. The reader has the right to obtain this information without first having to translate the author's words into intelligible English. We make these suggestions.
Use Plain Language
A void figures of speech, especially mixed or irrelevant metaphors.
" After the normal cell's 120 day sojourn in the blood . . ." Comment: The metaphor is not only meaningless but archaic. The writer used the word " sojourn" in the mistaken belief that it was impressive.
"The argument rests heavily on the use of massive citrated blood replacement ". Comment: Did they use packed cells or squashed cells? Righteous indignation led one doctor into this startling imagery.
"It will soon be for the medical worm to turn, but timeously, so as not to rock the financial boat of state". Comment: With great diffidence we break our own rules and allow the mind to boggle at such a scene.
Avoid the Use oj Polysyllabic Variants
Use the simplest unambiguous words, taking particular care to avoid using polysyllabic variants loosely or inaccurately.
" All patients ambulated on the first postoperative day ... " Comment: Didn't they just walk?
The unnecessary use of polysyllabic synonyms recalls Goldsmith's village schoolmaster whose "Words of learned length and thund'ring sound Amazed the gazing rustics ranged around". I t is an insult to readers to presume that they will be equally impressed by your erudition. One editor commented under the heading Neologonumismatology: " Unfortunately the otiose pomposity that would be laughed to ridicule in speech has come to be almost the hallmark of certain kinds of written language, including, dare it be said, much of what passes as scientific communication ... "
A paper submitted to Nature contained this awe inspiring phrase:
"Coincidental with the transition from the foetal to the new-born state ... " Translation: At birth.
But what does this mean? " No single simple cause can be blamed for the lamentable state of affairs that produces the cited violations and many other biostatistical infractions of scientific principles of research ". Comment: Untranslatable. We recall the (possibly apocryphal) story of the poet Browning being questioned by an earnest lady about the meaning of some of his more obscure verse. " Madam", he replied, "when I wrote that, only God and Robert Browning knew what I meant. Now God only knows. " Partridge (1967) gives good advice:
Avoid the Use oj Jargon
"The propriety of using technical terms in speaking and writing depends on a common sense principle. A remark should be intelligible not merely to the speaker, who is presumed to know what he wishes to say, but also to the person addressed. Otherwise it can hardly be called language in any proper sense . .. Among specialists. however, one can hardly go too far in the employment of technicalities provided the terms belong to the accepted vocabulary of the science in question". (our italics.) For example, our readers all understand "circle absorption anaesthesia" or "extracorporeal circulation". It would be intolerably clumsy to describe such systems in full whenever they are mentioned.
On the other hand, jargon used to cover up loose or faulty reasoning or used in an attempt to sound impressive becomes mere gobbledygook, which we believe is never justifiable.
" Ignorance centres on the precise mechanism whereby the postulated oxygen supplydemand monitor conveys its message to the as-yet unidentified responsive cells in the kidney". Comment: Any comment is superfluous.
Never forget too that jargon can mask an underlying callousness. A patient with heart disease is not more easily treated when he Anaesthesia and Intensive Care, Vol. IV. No. 4, November. 1976 acquires a " cardiac condition" or " enters an arrest situation". He merely becomes less human. We do not deal with lists of " routine gall bladders" or varicose veins
We deal with human beings suffering from these conditions.
Above all, avoid that deadly word" case ". Roberts (1960) was upset to find a case of measles: what would he have thought of our discovery--" cases of battered babies rising"?
Aim at Clarity
Clear thinking must precede clear writing. "Then you report experimental work it should be clear to the reader.
(a) Why you undertook such a study.
(b) What you did.
(c) What you found. (d) What you deduce from these findings. These arc simple questions demanding simple answers, so that others may be able to repeat your experiments, follow your reasoning and either confirm or disagree with your conclusions. Cooper (1964) has suggested that: " ... science begins only 'when the worker has recorded his results and conclusions in terms intelligible to at least one other person qualified to dispute them ".
Be Brief
Avoid padding. If you cannot convince your readers with a single simple statement, you will certainly not do so by repeating the statement in flowery or pseudo-elegant language, or by using circumlocution. Lack of brevity too often reflects confused thinking. Consider this horrible example of multiple faults: ";,Iay I recount the clashing events within which and out of which an almost incredible but repetitive bit of medical history sprang; pointing a lesson that should have been apparent at the time, is apparent now and must never be lost sight of in the future". Translation: I should like to tell you some medical history and the lesson we can learn from it.
Be not only brief and precise, be honest: say what you mean without hedging. O'Connor and Woodful (1975) give a delightful lesson.
"It may seem reasonable to suggest that necrotic effects may be due to involvement of some toxin-like substances".
They point out that this contains eight degrees of uncertainty, and means only" necrosis may be due to toxins".
A 'uoid Passive Constructions
Do not say" It is thought that ... " when you mean" I think that ... " or" An experiment was carried out ... " when you mean" I carried out an experiment. PassiYe constructions used for the sake of false modesty are intenselv irritating; used in the pursuit J of elegance i~ writing, they are just as bad. Farfor (1976) rightly defends the use of the passive where it allows the key word or phrase of a paragraph or title to be emphasized; but with this one exception, although we are well aware that there arc manv who consider the use of the passive legitimate in scientific writing (though seldom in every day speech), ,ye believe strongly that its indiscriminate use cannot be defended on grammatical, stylistic, or even common sense grounds. Then why use it ?
A,}oid Vogue Words, Catch Phrases and Cliches
~oyelty adds nothing to meaning even at this point of time, when we no longer speak to X but initiate a meaningful dialogue with him. Remember too that today's novelty is tomorrow's discard. Avoid such words and phrases as: therapy (treatment), presently (at presen t : presently means " soon "), transloca te (move), escalate (increase), optimal (best), disinterested (uninterested: disinterested means impartial). Esoteric (for exotic: esoteric means "confined to a few initiates "). Above all, avoid the careless, ugly, lazy and utterly indefensible use of new coinages ending in "-wise" : weatherwise, surgeonwise, drugwise and so on.
If you must indulge in such barbarity, why not take the whole process to a neat conclusion and use the" buzz phrase generator" (Fraser) by which such phrases as " overall incremental projection" or "optimal transitional capability" can be easily produced. \Vhy not? Your reader would be afraid (you hope) of displaying ignorance by asking what such phrases mean. They are no worse than many already quoted.
Do Not Desce11d to Sheer Nonsense
Do not allow the flow of your own eloquence to lead to a statement like this:
" Sophisticated evaluation of the haemostatic system is best left for retrospective analysis". Comment: This can only mean "Don't investigate bleeding until it has stopped". It is a sobering thought that the author must have started with this simple statement and translated it into sheer gobbledygook, thereby depriving it of any sense it ever possessed.
A void Bloopers
"A blooper-an inadvertent literary blunder -is funny if it happens to someone else, embarrassing if it happens to you, . . . \Vhen an unfortunate author writes" Incontinence has always harrassed the perineal surgeon" we know what he means, but we smile all the same. Not" incontinence" of course, but "patients with incontinence" Roland (1968) . At this point some critic is sure to object: " Isn't this sheer pedantry? Does it matter how we say something as long as we can communicate?" Yes. It does matter: unless writer and reader attach the same significance to words, and their grammatical relationship, true communication is impossible.
The critic may further object: " But English is a living language and words change their meaning". That is true, but it is also true that until recently words changed meaning slowly, by an orderly process of development. Now they change frequently, arbitrarily and too often at the whim of some person, group, clique or socalled " culture" . We can still read Chaucer. We can still read Shakespeare. Unless we recognize the seriousness of the current rapid degradation of our language, what is written now will be unintelligible in a few years' time. Of course it must be conceded that this might not be entirely disastrous! cover up embarrassing facts that do not quite fit your hypothesis. In short, be honest. (e) Use plain language, avoiding figures of speech, cliches, circumlocution, padding, vogue words or phrases or any other device used solely to impress your reader with your style or learning.
(f) Use common, short, Anglo-Saxon words wherever possible, and certainly in preference to pseudo-classical neologisms coined purely for the sake of novelty. (g) Use jargon correctly. Do not abuse it.
The abuse of jargon is no less a fault if you call it technical language, and it is inexcusable if it is used to cover up slipshod work or woolly thinking. (h) A void bloopers. As Roland (1968) suggests, delay revision of your paper, but then revise, revise and revise again, cutting out all that is superfluous and ensuring that the reader will easily understand exactly what you meant. Conscious of the short-comings of this article, we feel we must apply to ourselves Fraser's final advice (page 225): "Physician, heal thyself". But we must never forget that accurate diagnosis necessarily precedes effective treatment.
